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About us 
At The University of Manchester, we have one of the longest established schools of computer 

science in the UK and one of the largest. We are constantly building on our strong research history 

with research groups operating across the spectrum of computer science, from fundamental 

theory and innovative technology, through novel hardware and software systems design, to 

leading-edge applications. 

The School is consistently ranked highly; top 5% in the UK (REF2014, GPA); assessed as the best 

environment in the UK for computer science and informatics research (REF2014); 7th in the UK by 

ARWU 2014 and the expertise and achievements of our staff are well-recognised internationally.  

The School of Computer Science - Kilburn Building 

School of Computer Science 
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Editorial by the Head of School
I am delighted by the recognition of the School’s research excellence in the REF2014 results in which our 

overall quality ranking improved on the excellent RAE2008 result. 94% of our research was classed as 

“world-leading” (4*) or “internationally excellent” (3*), and the impact of our research was all rated as 

world-leading or internationally excellent. This is a great tribute to our staff whose original research and 

enthusiasm for ensuring that our research has impact in the wider world make us what we are.   

Find out more below and take a look at some of the research and discoveries that are happening at the moment. 

 

News 

REF2014: success and recognition in the Research Excellence 

Framework 
We have been ranked in the top 5% in the UK (4th out of 89 submissions) for Computer 

Science and Informatics based on GPA. 

REF2014 assessed that The University of Manchester is the best environment in the UK for computer science and informatics 

research. 94% of our research was classed as “world-leading” (4*) or “internationally excellent” (3*) and all of our impact case 

studies were ranked 3* and 4*; equal-top for research impact.  

 

 

The REF2014 system is used to assess the quality of research in UK higher education institutions, from 2008 onwards. 

Assessments were carried out by a panels of experts on information that was submitted by the School, namely research outputs 

such as publications, research impact and research environment. 

 

An overall quality profile for each submission was produced, which shows the proportion of research activity judged by the 

panels to have met each of the four quality levels (4* being of world-leading quality, through to 1*, of quality that is recognised 

nationally in terms of originality, significance and rigour). 

• REF is important as it provides benchmarking information and establishes reputational yardsticks, for use within the 

higher education sector and for public information. 

• Higher education funding bodies, including  the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), will use the 

assessment outcomes to inform the selective allocation of their grant for research, with effect from 2015-16. 

• The assessment provides accountability for public investment in research and produces evidence of the benefits of this 

investment. 

 

 

 

 

 

Professor Jim Miles 

Interested in finding out more about the impact that our computer science research has on the world? Visit 

www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/our-research/research-impact/ for a variety of case studies. 

Two academic members of staff from the School of Computer Science were selected as experts by the four UK 

funding bodies to sit on the Computer Science and Informatics sub-panel: 

• Professor Steve Furber CBE, FRS, FREng chaired the panel 

• Professor Chris Taylor OBE, FREng was a member of the panel 

Professor Furber featured in the Times Higher Education article (18
th

 December 2014) talking about the process and 

results, particularly ’impact… right across the sector’. The full article is available through 

www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/features/ref-2014-results-by-subject/2017594.article  
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Dr Simon Harper - ACM Distinguished Scientist 2014 

Dr Simon Harper has been recognised as a Distinguished Scientist in the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 2014 

scheme. Dr Harper was one of 49 distinguished members designated in New York in December 2014 and the only one from the 

UK, with other recipients from universities, leading international corporations and research institutions worldwide. ACM 

President Alexander Wolf hailed these ACM members as:  

"drivers of the advances and inventions that are propelling the information revolution in new directions. Their 

creativity and commitment to their craft ensures that we will benefit as a society in the digital age." 

ACM distinguished scientists are recognised for their individual contributions and their singular impacts on the vital field of 

computing, including Dr Harper’s area of research, human-computer interaction. The ACM Distinguished Member program 

recognizes members with at least 15 years of professional experience who have made significant accomplishments or achieved a 

significant impact on the computing field.  

Read more through www.acm.org/press-room/news-releases/2014/distinguished-2014 

 

The "Dawn of Cognition" is part of the 

daily "Digital Minds for a New Europe" 

series  
Professor Steve Furber’s article included within a 

special EC series. 

Neelie Kroes, Vice President of the European 

Commission, recently solicited articles on Digital 

Minds for a New Europe for her website, which 

publishes a series of articles by - in her words -

 "the world's best digital minds", as a daily 

digital coffee-break piece to promote digital 

Europe.   

 
The Dawn of Cognition article by Professor Steve 

Furber (3rd November 2014), looks at breakthroughs in 

science and technology, and at how digital advances 

are transforming our lives.  

The full article is available at 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-

2014/kroes/en/node/484 

 

Patent for PhD student 

Toshiba Research Europe Ltd has filed a patent application for part of the work produced by 

Mustafa A. Mustafa, an Industrial CASE Study PhD student supervised by Dr Ning Zhang and jointly 

sponsored by Toshiba and EPSRC. The title of the patent is “Method for distributing data from one 

or more metering devices to two or more third parties”.  Mustafa is the primary inventor of the 

patent and Ning is the secondary inventor.  

 

Manchester Keynote at Ada Lovelace Day 

Professor Sophia Ananiadou, Director of NaCTeM, 

gave a keynote talk as part of the Ada Lovelace day at 

The University of Manchester on 15th October 2014. 

The event celebrated the life of Ada Lovelace, an 

English mathematician and the world's first computer 

programmer and highlighted the achievements of 

women in science, engineering and technology.  

www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/stu

dy/news/full-

article/?articleid=1304 
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Feature: Software on the Red Planet 

A University of Manchester team led by Dr Giles Reger, Professor 

Howard Barringer and Dr David Rydeheard has been working with 

scientists at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory on software to check the 

correctness of code running on Mars rovers and on the LADEE 

spacecraft, a lunar orbiter that was recently sent into the surface of 

the moon.  The Manchester team has developed new mathematical 

foundations for checking programs as they run and shown that this 

leads to highly efficient monitoring of running programs. 

These new techniques, to monitor computer programs while they run, 

are part of an emerging area of research. Dr David Rydeheard and his 

team are the only group in the UK, and one of a handful in the Europe, 

carrying out this work. The quality of their research has been 

internationally recognised, when Helena Cuenca Cruz, as her MSc 

project here, implemented a program monitoring system that won an international competition in Toronto in September 2014; 

successfully overcoming challenges from institutions in Germany, France, Switzerland, Canada and the US. The team won the 

14
th

 International Competition for Runtime Verification (RV’14), winning outright in two out of the three competition tracks. 

Helena’s MSc project work also saw her achieve a Distinction Award for her research. 

Dr David Rydeheard said “We have a proud history at the University of Manchester of talented students being able to lead 

research and have the freedom to develop their work to make these types of pioneering discoveries. The fact that Giles Reger, 

a former PhD student, and Helena Cuenca, an MSc student, led this work is testament to this proud tradition”. 

“We are delighted to be part of a team including scientists at NASA and we are working with NASA and other agencies to 

continue the work in this field.” 

 

For more information about this research and the international competition, visit www.cs.man.ac.uk/~david/sm.html 
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Spotlight: School Research Symposium 2014 
Every year the School of Computer Science celebrates the work of its PhD students with a three-day Research Symposium, this 

year, sponsored by IBM. The event was a great success, with 36 oral presentations from final year PhD students, a keynote on 

‘PhDs from start to finish’ by Professor of Human-Computer at the University of Glasgow, Stephen Brewster, and over 50 poster 

presentations from second year PhD students. 

There was a real buzz around the school, with discussions on all of the active research taking place.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other awards that were presented on the day: 

• Best Thesis Prize was awarded to Maytham Alabbas (supervised by Prof. Allan Ramsay) 

Thesis title: Textual entailment for modern standard Arabic (2013) 

 

• Best Paper Prize was awarded to Patrick Koopman (supervised by Dr Renate Schmidt) for Forgetting Concept and Role 

Symbols in ALCH-Ontologies 

Patrick Koopmann and Renate A. Schmidt, published in LPAR-19, LNCS 8312, pp. 552–567, 2013. 

 

• Runner-up Best Paper Prize was awarded to Tamas Madl (supervised by Dr Ke Chen) for Bayesian integration of 

information in hippocampal place cells 

Madl T., Franklin S., Chen K., Montaldi D., and Trappl R. (2014); PLoS ONE 9(3): e89762. 

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089762 

 

• Runner-up Best Paper Prize was awarded to Konstantinos Sechidis (supervised by Dr Gavin Brown) for Statistical 

Hypothesis Testing in Positive Unlabelled Data 

Konstantinos Sechidis, Borja Calvo , and Gavin Brown; ECML PKDD 2014 

 

Konstantinos (pictured with Dr Brown) also collected the prize for Best Student Paper for the 

same paper at the European Conference on Machine Learning (ECML, France, Sept 2014).  

The paper introduces statistical hypothesis testing methodology for positive-unlabelled data, 

which is highly applicable to big data scenarios where only a relatively small number of objects 

can be labelled. 

 

For more information on the symposium please contact Professor Uli Sattler 

http://studentnet.cs.manchester.ac.uk/pgr/symposium/  

 

 

 

 

Recent promotions 
Dr Josh Knowles is a Reader in Computational Thinking, in the Machine Learning and Optimization Group. His 

research interests include evolutionary computation and related areas in computer science, mathematical 

modelling and biology. His works focuses on the analysis and development of methods in combinatorial 

optimization, multi-objective optimization, heuristics, swarm intelligence and sequential design of experiments. 
www.cs.man.ac.uk/~jknowles/ 

I’m really impressed by the depth and breadth of the ongoing research 

the quality of the poster presentations! 

Russell Bee 

(Lead Product Architect, IBM) 

 

Best posters were chosen from a selection of very high quality presentations 

by a group of academics and visitors. Both of the winners were well-able to 

discuss their research in detail and to a lay-audience. 

 

Iliada Eleftheriou (supervised by Dr Suzanne Embury and Prof. Andrew 

Brass): Information portability in large, complex organisations Best poster 

Jonathan Heathcote (supervised by Dr Jim Garside and Prof. Steve Furber): 

Synchronising Clocks in an Asynchronous Super-Computer Best poster 
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Grants and awards 

The School of Computer Science has been awarded over £13 million external funding for 

research over the last two years. Much of the research involves working in collaboration 

with others across the University and all over the world. 

Here are just some examples of recent research funding awarded in the School. 

Outlining bones in x-rays with Manchester software 
Professor Tim Cootes  

Funding body: EPSRC  

Award amount: £300k 

Research into disorders such as arthritis 

is to be helped by new software 

developed at The University of 

Manchester, which automatically 

outlines bones – saving thousands of 

hours of manual work. 

Amidst a national shortage of radiographers in the UK and an 

increasing requirement for researchers to work with large 

databases of radiograph images, the software is being 

designed to automatically pick out the shapes of bones in the 

images, rather than relying on individual researchers. 

The free Bonefinder system can already identify hips and has 

already been adopted by a number of research groups, 

including some based in Oxford and California. Researchers 

from the University’s Institute of Population Health will now 

adapt it to map out knees and hands and to be able to learn 

to identify other bones and structures within the body. The 

funding will allow further development to ensure the system 

is accurate enough that it can be used in hospitals to help 

provide faster diagnosis of problems in patients. 

“Mapping the outlines of bones from radiographs is hard 

work that takes time and skill.  When researchers into 

conditions like arthritis are working with hundreds of 

images, it’s a very inefficient way of obtaining data.” 

“The idea of this software is to take the routine tasks out of 

human hands, so scientists can focus on drawing conclusions 

and developing treatments.” 

Professor of Computer Vision, Tim Cootes 

The software is accessible for both researchers and 

companies via the Bonefinder webpage: 

http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/postgrad/claudia.lind

ner/default_files/curr_project_bonefinder.htm  

 

New Big Mechanism Project Aims to Enhance Understanding of Cancer Mechanisms 
Funding body: DARPA 

Award amount: £678k 

Professors Ross King, Sophia Ananiadou and Robert Stevens have received funding from DARPA to 

participate in one of the projects that make up their Big Mechanism Programme.  Big mechanisms are 

large, explanatory models of complicated systems in which interactions have important causal effects. 

The aim of the programme is to automate the construction of such mechanisms, through processing and reasoning over the 

many fragmented knowledge claims that appear in the scientific literature.  The programme will focus on the area of cancer 

biology, with an emphasis on signalling pathways. 

The School of Computer Science is collaborating with the Section of Genetic Medicine at the University of Chicago, the 

University of Brunel and Microsoft Research in a project that aims to assemble an overarching big mechanism from the 

literature and prior experiments and to utilise this for the probabilistic interpretation of new patient panomics data. We will 

integrate machine reading of the cancer literature with the following processes: 

1. probabilistic reasoning across cancer claims using specially-designed ontologies 

2. computational modelling of cancer mechanisms (pathways) 

3. automated hypothesis generation to extend knowledge of the mechanisms 

4. a ‘Robot Scientist’ that performs experiments to test the hypotheses 

Repeated cycles of text mining, modelling, experimental testing, and model updating will lead to increased knowledge about 

cancer mechanisms. www.nactem.ac.uk  
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For past issues of the School of Computer Science Research Newsletter see www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/our-

research/news/  

 
 

IDInteraction: Capturing Indicative Usage Models in Software for Implicit Device 

Interaction  
Dr Caroline Jay  

Funding body: EPSRC First Grant Scheme 

Award amount: £125k 

The project asks whether we can 

exploit models of human behaviour to 

move away from direct, unambiguous 

user commands, towards seamless 

user-device interaction? It will 

investigate and develop the techniques 

to capture 'Indicative Usage Models 

(IUMs), behavioural patterns or cues 

that precede a particular activity, and 

translate these into software- based 

'Indicative Usage Patterns' (IUPs), to 

drive interaction with an app. The 

project will focus on future television 

broadcasting, examining the extent to 

which it is possible to capture IUMs 

from device sensor and event data, and 

deploy these as IUPs to pull content 

(additional information or related 

activities) to a 'second screen 

companion app', which a viewer 

watches on a mobile device alongside a 

TV programme.  

A rapidly growing number of connected 

devices means a potentially vast 

increase in the types of technology that 

people will come into contact with. 

Whilst a person may be prepared to 

learn how to use a new home 

automation system or car, expecting 

him or her to do this for every machine 

with which there is a cursory encounter 

is unrealistic. We have already started 

to understand that interactive 

experiences that take fundamental 

human perception and thought 

processes into account are more 

successful than those which require 

significant learning on the part of the 

user. Implicit Device Interaction, where 

devices automatically know what the 

user wants, before a command is 

issued, is the next step. 

For more information contact Dr Jay: 

www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/about-

us/staffspotlights/caroline-jay/  

 
 
Hybrid Static / Dynamic Optimisations for Many-Cores: Breaking the Memory Wall 
Dr Antoniu Pop  

Funding body: EPSRC First Grant Scheme 

Award amount: £125k 

Despite tremendous gains in 

computational power over 

the past decades, our 

technology-driven society still 

hungers for more as we 

explore new computationally 

intensive technologies to 

bring forward the next generation of tools. 

But the "free lunch" is over: processor clock speed is no 

longer increasing. Hard physical limits, such as energy 

consumption and power density, have brought this success 

story to an abrupt end. Instead, the continuing exponential 

growth in raw computational power is derived from an 

increase in the number of processing units, or cores, per chip. 

With ubiquitous parallel hardware and stagnating single 

processor performance, the only way forward is to improve 

the scalability and efficiency of parallel execution. In this 

context, the critical impediment to performance is the 

widening gap between the computing capabilities of many-

core architectures and their limited off-chip memory 

bandwidth: the memory wall. Traditional solutions attempt to 

reduce off-chip communications by improving data locality, 

which means that computations are scheduled in such a way 

that intermediate results are not sent back to main memory 

and then re-loaded on chip. Common approaches are either 

static, with an optimising compiler determining a program 

schedule such that all intermediate results fit within the 

available cache memory, or dynamic and expensive, when a 

runtime environment builds the schedule during execution.  

The research hypothesis of this project is that near-optimal 

dynamic schedules can be built efficiently, provided that the 

work is partitioned between the compiler and the runtime 

system. Alone, the compiler cannot optimise many important 

programs due to static analysis shortcomings when dealing 

with recursion or complex, dynamically allocated, data 

structures. However, if the compiler performs best effort 

static optimisations and prepares the ground by providing the 

runtime environment with tractable subproblems, which are 

cheap to solve with the accurate information typically 

available during execution, then such a hybrid optimisation 

scheme becomes profitable and will lead to significant 

performance and scalability gains. 

To find out more, contact Dr Pop: 

Antoniu.pop@manchester.ac.uk
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Reconfigurable Tera Stream Computing 
Dr Dirk Koch 

Funding body: DSTL 

Award amount: £149k 

Dr Dirk Koch has been awarded funding from DSTL for a PhD student, Malte Vesper to develop a framework for building large 

data stream processing machines with the help of reconfigurable FPGA hardware.  

Some applications, such as genomics, meteorology, or many-sensor data processing systems work on very large data sets that 

are challenging to process with conventional computers. Such examples of Big Data problems often require processing on huge 

streams at very high throughput. However, the programming model and architecture of traditional computers using 

conventional processors does not match well to Big Data stream processing. In this project, we will develop a framework 

consisting of: 

1. a hardware platform 

2. tools for application development, and 

3. a run-time system that is optimized for building Big Data stream processing systems 

A single stream computing node will be capable of performing data stream processing on terabyte sized data sets, with 

thousands of possible parallel executed (and optionally dynamically changeable) operations, at many gigabytes per second 

computing throughput, all combined with a small form factor and low power budget. For programming this platform, compilers 

will be used for developing application directly from a high level language such as C or Java. With this framework, we expect a 

>100x speedup and power improvement over a standard server processing node for a variety of Big Data processing tasks.  

www.cs.man.ac.uk/~kochd/ 

 

Travel Fellowships to Supercomputing14 (SC14) 
Ms Zeqian Meng; Ms Ilia Pietri 

Funding body: UK-US HPC Collaboration Network, EPSRC 

 

 

Computer Science PhD students Zeqian Meng and Ilia Pietri 

from the Information Management Group, were two of only 

three UK PhD students chosen to attend Supercomputing14 

(SC14). SC14 is the leading conference on high performance 

computing (HPC) with over 5000 attendees and all of the 

major supercomputing companies demonstrating their latest 

innovations. This year SC14 was held in New Orleans (Nov 

2014). The fellowships, aim to foster new UK-US 

collaborations between HPC researchers. 

 

 

Adaptive Automated Scientific Laboratory 
Professor Ross King with Dr Larisa Soldatova (Brunel) 

Funding body: ChistERA 

Award amount: £387k 

Professor King’s vision is to integrate the scientific method with 21
st

 century 

automation technology, with the goal of making scientific discovery more 

efficient. The goal is that scientific discoveries will be made by teams of 

human and robot scientists, and that such collaborations between human and 

robot scientists will produce scientific knowledge more efficiently than either 

could alone. 

The proposed Adaptive Automated Scientific Laboratory (AASL) will be an autonomous system perceptive to human 

requirements (its scientific collaborators), with the ability to continuously learn, adapt and improve in the “real world” complex 

environment of scientific research. Within this project we are specifically looking at yeast microbiology experiments related to 

cancer and ageing. The AASL will be capable of continuous cycles of scientific hypothesis formation and experimentation that 

will improve its scientific knowledge (models). 

The research involves collaboration between experts in: robotics, machine learning, logical and probabilistic inference, 

ontologies, bioinformatics, and yeast microbiology. Developing the AASL will involve the system integration of high-level 

reasoning about scientific knowledge with the control of low-level robotic movements to execute experiments.  Part of the 

project will involve development a protocol for communication between human and robot scientists. 

www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/our-research/facilities/automation-lab/  


